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ABSTRACT 

Sufficient condition for the positiveness of the trapped electron velocity distribution 
function in electron plasma is analyzed in the case of one-dimensional stationary wave 
solution of Vlasov and Poisson equations. If the electrostatic potential 9 has a value be
tween 9min and some critical value 9c. the sufficient condition for the positiveness is satis
fied. The critical potential 9c are evaluated in the limits of small and large 9. 

1. Introduction 

The stationary one-dimensional nonlinear electrostatic wave has been studied by 
BERNSTEIN, GREENE and KRUSKAL (1957) with use of Vlasov and Poisson equations. 
The solutions of the basic equations were given as follows: If the potential and 
the distribution functions of ion and untrapped electron were given, Poisson equa
tion allowed the distribution of the trapped electron to be calculated. The latter 
distribution function, however, is not always positive. An example was given by 
HATORI and SuGIHARA (1970). The trapped electron distribution was shown to be 
negative for some ranges of parameters of the untrapped electron velocity distribu
tion. 

ScHAMEL (1971) analyzed a necessary condition for the positiveness by assum
ing the trapped electron velocity distribution to be isotropic. Instead of the Poisson 
equation, TAsso (1969) used quasi-neutrality condition and showed that a sufficient 
condition for the positiveness was satisfied in an interval of potential. But his 
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theory cannot take account of potential forms, i.e., sinusoidal, solitary and shock
like etc.. The aim of the present paper is to give a simple expression of a sufficient 
condition for the positiveness of the trapped electron velocity distribution function 
in an electron plasma. 

2. Positiveness of ft(E) 

The basic equations for stationary electrostatic waves are 

v of(x, v) + __!!__ d¢(x) of(x, v) 
ox m dx av 

0
' 

( 1) 

d2¢(x) ~oo 
-d 2 =4ne dvf(x, v)-4neno, 

X -oo 

( 2) 

where f and ¢ are the electron velocity distribution function in the wave frame 
and potential, respectively. Ion density is denoted by no. The general solution of 
equation (1) is 

f=f(E), 
1 

E=-mv2-e¢. 
2 

( 3) 

Substituting (3) into (2) and denoting "trapped" and "untrapped" by subscripts t 
and u, we obtain 

where 

r-e9lmin dE ft(E)[2m(E+e¢)r+ =g(e¢), 
J -e91 

g(e¢)= _.Ni
4
(e¢) +no- roo dEfu(E)[2m(E+e¢)]---} 
ne J -e~min 

( 4) 

( 5) 

is the density of trapped electron at x corresponding to ¢(x). Because of (4), 
g(e¢min)=0. If the charge density N(e¢)= -d2¢fdx2 and n0 and fu(E) are prescrib
ed, g(e¢) is a known function and (4) is an integral equation of the convolution 
type for ft(E) and following BERNSTEIN, GREENE and KRUSKAL (1957), the solution 
is given by way of Laplace transform 

ft(E)= V 2m r-E dV dg(V) I 1 . ' E< -e¢mln. ( 6) 
1r J-e9lmin dV V -E- V 

From the expression (6), it follows that :~ >0 is a sufficient condition for the 

positiveness of ft(E). From (5) we have 

dg(V)= __ 1_ dN(V) + 1 roo dE fu(E) 
3

. 

dV 4ne dV 2v'2m J-e9lmin (E+ V) 2 
( 7) 

Then the sufficient condition for the positiveness is given by 
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dg > 1 c= dE fu(E) .- M >O 
dV- 2v2m J-e~min (E+ V)~ 4rre ' 

( 8) 

where 

M=Maximum of~~ . ( 9) 

For physically reasonable potential ifJ, M is positive. [c.f. VALEO, OBERMAN and KRus
KAL (1969).] If fu(E) is defined in the whole range of E, the first term of (8) 
goes to oo as V ~eifJmin and decreases monotonically to zero as V ~oo. Then V 

has a critical value Vc( =eifJc) beyond which d~~) <0. The result is similar to 

that of TASSO (1969). 
In the limit of small and large ifJ, the critical potential ifJc can be derived analy

tically as follows: We have small if1 expansion by making partial integration in (8), 

(10) 

This expansion has meaning if e(ifJ-ifJmin)~ VT, VT being the width of fu(V). With 
use of (10), the critical if1c in the small if1 limit is given by 

rf.. - rf.. - _!_ [ 4rrefu(- eifJmin) ] 2 

'f'C 'f'IDln- e v2m M . (11) 

When V is much larger than Vo+ VT, Vo being defined by fu( Vo)=maximum, it 
follows that 

1 \= fu(E)dE nu 
v2,;J_e~mln (E+ V)~ ~V' 

(12) 

where nu, the untrapped electron number density, is defined by 

\
00 fu(E)dE 

nu = J-e~min v2m(E+ V) . 
(13) 

According to MoNTGOMERY and }OYCE (1969), nu are connected with no, unperturb
ed number density, by 

-=n~o~=,..., / VT 

,j V ,..,no-y V · 
1+-· 

VT 

(14) 

Then in the limit of large ifJ, it follows from (8), (12) and (14) that 

(15) 

For the intermediate value of ifJ, the following expression for the positiveness criter
ion will be convenient 

1 fu( -erpmin)+4fu(3eifJ-4eifJmin) _ M >O. (16) 
v2me(~-rpmin) 6 4rre 
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where Simpson's formula has been used for evaluating the integral. 
For examples we take a potential given by 

cfio 
cp(x)= coshl (kx) (17) 

This expresses a solitary wave if k is real and l is a positive integer. It follows 
from (17) that 

k2 
M=-(3!+2), 

e 
cpmin=O. (18) 

When k is pure imaginary and l= -1, the potential cp(x) given by (17) reduces to 
a sinusoidal one, and it follows that 

k2 
M=-, 

e 
cpmin = - cpo. (19) 

It is to be noted that in both cases M are positive and the critical values cpc exist. 
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